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0. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to show that results similar to those of Hille [l] 
may be extended to the matrix case. Hille showed that for the scalar equation 
yv -F(t)y = 0 (O-1) 
where F has constant sign and F E L( E, c-l) for all E E (0,l ), there is a solution 
y(t) of (0.1) satisfying y( 0~)) = 1, if and only if tF(t) E L( 1, a). Here we will 
be studying the matrix equation 
X” = A(t) x 
on the interval [a, oo), and the terminal conditions 
X(c0) = I, 
and 
X(c0) = A, 
(O-2) 
(0.3) 
(0.4) 
where A, A, X are n x n matrices, I is the identity, and A is continuous on 
[a, a). For convenience we assume a > 0. Further, we will consider the 
effect of the eigenvalues of A(t) on the terminal matrix A. In keeping with the 
assumption of the constant sign of F in (0.1) for most of the results we will 
assume A(t) is positive semidefinite or negative semidefinite denoted respec- 
tively by A(t) 3 0 and A(t) < 0. By this we will mean that A(t) is symmetric, 
and that the quadratic form c*A(t) c satisfies c*A(t)c > 0 and c*A(t)c < 0 
respectively for each n-vector c. In either case A(t) will be called semidefinite. 
It may be noted that some of the following results are true with obvious 
modifications when the symmetry condition is removed from the semidefi- 
niteness assumption on A(t). 
For a symmetric matrix we note that its eigenvalues are real and, hence, may 
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be ordered. In this paper the eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix Q are written 
in order as 
h(Q) G h(Q) G -a- G b(Q)- (0.5) 
Further, Q* denotes the transpose of the real matrix Q and 
II Q II = sup{/1 Qx II : II x II = 11 
where ]I x II is the Euclidean norm of the n-vector x. We also note that when 
X(t) is a solution to (0.2), and A(t) is symmetric that 
x,(t)* X(t) - x*(t) X’(t) = c, 
a constant matrix. This is a consequence of the fact that the derivative of this 
expression is zero. When this constant C is the zero matrix we will call the 
solution X(t) of (0.2) prepared, as Hartman did in [2]. 
In [3] Wintner showed that any bounded column vector solution x(t) of 
(0.2), for A(t) > 0, satisfies x’(t) -+ 0 as t -+ co, even, in fact, if the symmetry 
condition on A(t) is dropped. Hence, if X(t) is a matrix solution of the problem 
(0.2) and (0.4), we see that X’(t) -+ 0 as t -+ co. Therefore, such a solution is 
prepared, as can be seen by letting t -+ cc in the expression 
c = X(t)* X(t) - x*(t) xl(t). 
1. EXTENSION TO n x n MATRICES 
Following Hille [I] we first note the following. (See also Barrett [8; 
Theorems 1.1 and 1.31.) 
LEMMA 1.1, If X(t) is a solution of the problem (0.2) and (0.3) where A(t) 
is symmetric then the general solution for (0.2) is of the form 
[I + E(t)] C + t[I + WI D U-1) 
where C and D are constant matrices and E(t) and G(t) both converge to the zero 
matrix as t-+ co. 
Proof. Let X(t) = I + E(t) where E(t)-+0 as t -+ co. Define 
Y(t) = X(t) ,: X-l(s) X-l(s)* ds (1.2) 
where b is chosen large enough so that X-i(s) exists on [b, co). Noting the 
nature of X(t) = I + E(t), we see that Y(t) has the form 
Y(t) = t[I + WI (1.3) 
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where G(t) -+ 0 as t + co. However, Y(t) as defined in (1.2) is a solution of 
(0.2) when X(t) is a nonsingular prepared solution. Further, Y(t) is 
independent of X(t). Hence X(t) C + Y(t) D is the general solution of (0.2). 
Solutions may be attained by iteration just as in the scalar case in [l]. 
LEMMA 1.2. If Jz s 11 A(s)11 ds < co, then there is a solution to the problem 
(0.2) and (0.3). 
Proof. Let X0(t) = I, 
Xn(t) = 1 + ,; (s - t) A(s) X,-,(s) ds 
and 
g(t) = s; s II 44ll ds- 
We first show that 
II X0) - X&)ll B g(t)” (W. 
Proceeding by induction, 
II X1(t) - X&)ll = 11,; (s - t) 44 ds I/ 
Assume 
< I m s II 4)ll ds t 
= g(t)9 for n=l. 
Then 
II -G(t) - &-&II < g(t)” (W* 
II &+M - &HI = /I j-m 0 - t) 4PkW - -&-&)I ds 11 
t 
d I ; s II 4)ll g(s)” (W ds 
= 
I 
1 [-g’(s)] g(s)k (k!)-l ds = g(t)k+l [(k + I)!]-l. 
Thus XJt) converges to a matrix, say X(t), which satisfies 
X(t) = I + 1; (s - t) A(s) X(s) ds. (1.4) 
Hence, we infer that (0.2) and (0.3) are both satisfied. 
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We also note in passing that Q?(t) -+ 0 as t -+ CD by virtue of the alternate 
formula 
X(t) = X(b) + X’(b)(t - b) + s; (s - t) A(s) X(s) ds 
which converges to 
X(t) = I + li+i[X’(b)(t - b)] + 1: (s - t) A(s) X(s) ds as b --, co. 
Comparing this with (1.4), we conclude that bX’(b) --f 0 as b -+ co. 
From [4, p. 1811 we see that &[A(t)] = I] A(t)11 for A(t) > 0 and 
--h,[A(t)] = 11 A(t)11 for A(t) < 0. Hence the following is true. 
COROLLARY 1.3. If A(t) is positive (negative) semide$nite, and ;f 
I 
co 
th,[A(t)] dt < co 
a 
(sm thJA(t)] dt > -00) 
a 
then there is a matrix solution X(t) to the problem (0.2) and (0.3). 
Next we state a partial converse to Lemma 1.2 noting that in the proof the 
semidefiniteness of A(t) is needed. 
THEOREM 1.4. If A(t) is semidefinite and ;f the problem (0.2) and (0.3) has a 
solution U(t), then 
I 
co 
s /I A(s)11 ds < co. (1.5) a 
Proof. We assume A(t) > 0. With certain obvious modifications, the 
following proof is also valid for A(t) < 0. Let Y(t) be the second, independent 
solution given by formula (1.2) in Lemma 1.1. Then 
Y’(t) = X-l(t)* + X’(t) s: X-l(s) X-l(s)* ds 
and Y’(t) -+ I as t + co, since X-l(t)* --f I and M’(t) --f 0 as t -+ 00. Noting 
that 
Y’(c) - Y’(b) = j-1 Y”(s) ds 
= 
s 
’ A(s) Y(s) ds 
b 
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and letting c + 03, we conclude that 
Therefore, 
m A(s) Y(s) = I - Y’(b). 
b 
Hence all the eigenvalues satisfy 
1 A, [jr A(s) Y(s) ds] 1 < co for 1 < k < n, 
though in general they are complex numbers and are not ordered as in the 
case of a symmetric matrix. Thus 
-co<tr [j-,” A(s) Y(s) ds] -=c +a 
where tr Q denotes the trace of matrix Q. Further 
s 
m 
---co < tr[A(s) Y(s)] ds < co. 
b 
Using (1.3) as in Lemma 1.1, and tr(P + Q) = tr P + tr Q, we have 
--co < 
s 
m (tr[sA(s)] + tr[sd(s) G(s)]) ds < co. W 
a 
Let E be arbitrary such that 0 < E < l/n. Since G(t) + 0 as t + co there 
is c E [b, co) such that 1 gij(s)j < E f or s >, c and all 1 < i, j < n, where 
G = (g,J. Hence for s > c, 
< SE c c w%&) + &)I 
2 j 
< as tr[A(s)] < tr[sA(s)] where A = (a,J. 
To see that the second stage of this inequality is true, we note that 
(ei + eA* A(s)@, + 4 >, 0, (ei - ej)* A(s)(e, - ej) 3 0 
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where e, is the unit vector with a one in the kth position and zeros elsewhere. 
These relations imply that -(+ + uii) < 2~~~ < (uii + uji). But, the above 
inequalities imply that 
-cc < - 
s 
m (ne tr[sA(S)] + tr[sA(s) G(s)]) ds < 0. 
c (1.7) 
Combining (1.6) and (1.7), we obtain 
---co < 
I 
m (1 - ns) tr[sA(s)] ds < 00. 
c 
Therefore, since A(s) > 0, and 1 - nc > 0, we have 
06 * 
.f 
s tr A(s) ds < co 
c 
which further implies that 
o< * I sXn[A(s)] ds < co. 0 
But this gives us (1.5) as claimed. 
At this point we can state the following. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let A(t) > 0 (A(t) < 0). Then theproblem (0.2) and (0.3) 
has a solution if and only if 
s 
Lo S&&~(S)] ds < co 
a 
(,; d&4(s)] ds > -a). 
2. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN &[/l(t)] AND A 
Next we note how the behavior of the eigenvalues affects the terminal 
matrix. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A(t) > 0, suppose jz sA,[A(s)] ds = co, and let X(t) be 
u solution to the problem (0.2) and (0.4). Then A = 0. 
Proof. By way of contradiction assume A # 0. Then there is an n-vector 
c such that c*ll*~Ic # 0. Using this vector c, define x(t) = c*X*(t) X(t) c. 
Since Q*Q 2 0 for all matrices Q, we have 
and 
x(t) 2 0 (2.1) 
x(c.0) = c*fl*Llc Es /A. > 0. (2.2) 
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By differentiation and the symmetry of A(t), we see that 
x’(t) = c*[X*(t) X(t) + X’(t)* X(t)] c, 
and 
Thus 
and 
x”(t) = zc*[X*(t) A(t) X(t) + X’(t)*X’(t)] c. 
x”(t) 2 0 (2.3) 
x”(t) > 2c*X*(t) A(t) X(t) c > 2X&4(t)] x(t) (2.4) 
since A(t) > 0. Hence x(t) is a lower solution (see [5]) of the scalar equation 
Y" = 2w4(~)ly, (2.5) 
since A,[A(t)] > 0. We also note that s(t) ES x(a) is an upper solution of (2.5). 
By virtue of (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) we see that x(t) is a positive, convex, 
nonincreasing function, and, therefore, that 0 < p < x(t) < s(t). Thus, by 
[6, Cor. 4.11 there is a solution y(t) of (2.5) such that 
0 < p < x(t) < y(t) < s(t). 
This implies that 
y"(t) = 2h,[A@)] y(t) 2 0, 
and, therefore, that y(t) also is a positive, convex, nonincreasing function. 
Hence, y(co) = y exists and y > p > 0. Therefore, r-‘-y(t) is a solution to 
(0.2) and (0.4) f or 12 = 1 with A(t) replaced by 2A,[A(t)]. Finally, by the 
scalar case of Corollary 1.5, 
I 
m 
2th,[A(t)] dt < co, 
a 
which contradicts the hypothesis, and the theorem is proven. 
The reader may suspect that if 
and 
s 
m 
tA,[A(t)] dt < co 
a 
I 
m 
t&+&4(t)] dt = co 
a 
for A(t) 2 0 that there will be a solution to the problem (0.2) and (0.4) with 
rank A = K. This, however, is not in general true as the following example 
indicates. 
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EXAMPLE 2.2. Let A(t) = diag(a,(t), az(t)) where for each integer n 3 0 
and 
al(t) = 
e-t + sin2 t for 2n~7 < t < (2n + 1)7f 
,-t for (2n + l)?r < t < 2(n + 1)7r, 
u2(t) = 2e-t + sin2t - al(t). 
Then X,[A(t)] = e-t, and h,[A(t)] = e-t + sin2t. Thus sr tA,[A(t)] dt < 03, 
and jr tA,[A(t)] dt = co. Since A(t) is a diagonal matrix the matrix equation 
(0.2) is just two scalar equations. As above using the scalar case of Corollary 
1.5, we see that since jz h,(t) dt = co for k = 1,2, solutions to the scalar 
equations xH = ak(t) x can have only zero limits, forcing all finite matrix limits 
to be zero. 
However, under certain circumstances results in the direction indicated 
above are available. We first make an assumption concerning the asymptotic 
behavior of A*A(t) (1 for the following theorem and corollary. 
THEOREM 2.3. If A(t) > 0, if X(t) is a matrix solution of the problem (0.2) 
and (0.4), if rank A = Y, and if lim,,, A*A(t) A exists us a finite matrix, then 
lim,,, h,[A(t)] = 0. 
Proof. Consider (I*fl > 0. Let (6, ,..., b,} be orthonormal vectors such 
that b,*A*Ab, = h,(A*J. Since rank (n*/l) = rank fl = r, we know that 
h,(/l*n) = 0 for 1 < k < n - r, and h&l*J > 0 for n - Y + 1 < k < n. 
Let VT be the r-dimensional vector space spanned by {b,-,+l ,..., b,}. Consider 
next the space spanned by the set {A b,-,+, ,..., (16,). This space is r-dimen- 
sional since the spanning set is orthogonal. Now we show there is a vector e, 
such that e,*A*A(t) Ae, > x,[A(t)] by the use of Rayleigh quotients (see 
[7, p. 1111). Letting Vn denote Euclidean n-space, we have the following. 
h,[A(t)] = I$ T = cl*A(t)c, < m$ 
e*A*A(t) Ae 
e*fl*Ae 
= e,*A*A(t) Ae, . 
n 7 
A,[A(t)] = . c*A(t)c mm ___ = c2*A(t)c2 < min 
e*AA(t)e 
CPY, c*c es-r, e*fl*Ae 
= e,*A*A(t)Ae, . 
c*q=o e1*‘4*‘4e=o 
X,[A(t)] = I$ F = c,*A(t)c, 
c*c~=z 
1<k<r-1 
< min 
e*A*A(t) Ae 
t-v, e*A*Ae 
= e,*A*A(t) Ae, . 
t?k*A*‘4e=0 
1<7c<r-1 
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Now define x(t) = e,*X*(t) X(t) e, . Then x( co) = e,*(l*/.le, = 1, and as in 
(2.3), x”(t) 2 0. This forces liminf,,, x”(t) = 0. Hence 
liminf 2e,*X*(t) A(t) X(t) er = 0. 
But the limit of this expression exists, and, hence, must be zero. Therefore, 
F+% e,*A*A(t) Ae, = F-2 h,[A(t)] = 0. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If k?(t) > 0, if x(t) . zs a matrix solution to the problem 
(0.2) and (0.4), ;f rank II = r, and if A(co) exists as a Jinite matrix, then 
h,[A(t)] + 0 as t -+ co. 
We now turn to a condition on A(t) which allows a characterization of 
rank d in terms of the eigenvalues of A(t). We restrict A(t) to matrices which 
may be block diagonalized in a certain manner to be described below. The 
characterization is preceded by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let A(t) be semidefinite. If the problem (0.2) and (0.3) has a 
solution X(t), then the problem (0.2) and (0.4) has a unique solution. 
Proof. As in Lemma 1.1, we write a general solution as Z(t) = X(t)C + 
t[I + G(t)] D. Suppose Z(co) = /1. Then we shall see that D = 0. First, as 
t-+cq 
t[I+G(t)]D+Z(co)-X(co)C=A-CEM. 
In terms of the elements of the matrices involved, this is 
But, 
& - mik -t- t i h(t) 4k + 0, as t+m. 
i=l 
t-l [td,k - mik + t c gij(t) d,,] -+ 0, aS t + Co, 
j 
also. Hence, 
but we know that Cigii(t) djk -+ 0. SO, dik = 0, and D = 0. Therefore 
Z(t) = XC, forcing C = II, since otherwise Z(a) # /.l. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let A(t) 3 0. Let Q be a constant invertible matrix such that 
Q-14t)Q = ("it) &,,P 
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where A,(t) is r x I, A,(t) is (n - Y) x (n - Y), and the zeros ure of appropriate 
size for this block diagonal form. Suppose that the eagenvalues of A(t) are 
distributed so that h,[A,(t)] = &[A(t)], and h,[A,(t)] = h,.+,[A(t)]. Let X(t) be 
a nonsingular solution to the problem (0.2) and (0.4). Then rank A = Y if and 
only if 
and 
s 
m 
th,[A(t)] dt < co (2.6) 
a 
I 
cc 
t;\,.+JA(t)] dt = co. (2.7) a 
Proof. Let B(t) = Q-lA(t) Q. Then for Y(t) s Q-lx(t) Q, we have 
Y”(t) = B(t) Y(t) and Y(cc) = Q-lAQ = M. Writing Y(t) in block form as, 
Yll(4 Yl&) 
y(t) = (Yal(t) ) Y&t) ’ 
where Yn and Yas are squares of dimension r and n - Y, respectively, and 
Yra and Y,, are blocks of appropriate dimension, we have Y&(t) = A,(t)Y,,(t) 
for k = 1,2. But, by the (n - r)-dimensional case of Theorem 2.1 we see that 
YSk(t) + 0 as t + cc. Note, since every square matrix solution with limit 
goes to zero, we have that it is also true for vector solutions, and, hence, for 
nonsquare matrix solutions. Thus, 
M = Q-‘/IQ = (2 22), 
where the dimensions are as before. Therefore, rank A = rank Q-‘AQ < Y. 
Now to see that rank A = Y, we assume that rank A = s < r and show that 
this prevents X(t) from being nonsingular. Now, rank M = s, and by 
rearranging the columns of Y(t) and, hence of M, we may have s independent 
columns of M first and the rest of the columns of M as a linear combination 
of the first s. Thus, by letting m, denote the jth column of M, we have for 
s+l <(in, 
* 
mj = c ajkmk. 
k-1 
Define an r-vector Z, for s + 1 $ j Q IZ in the following manner, 
q(t) = jqt) - 2 %‘kyk@)s 
k=l 
(2.9) 
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where jjlc is the first Y elements of ylc , the Kth column of Y. Hence, s(t) -+ 0 as 
t -+ 00. Now, s;(t) = A,(t) q(t). Th ere f ore, by Corollary 1.5 and Lemma 2.5 
in the r-dimensional case, there is on some interval [ua , a) a solution Z(t) of 
the problem (0.2) and (0.3) with A replaced by A, , and every solution with 
finite limit may be written as Z(t) C. In particular, every such vector solution 
may be written as ~?~(t) = Z(t) zj . By (2.8) and (2.9) we see that ,F~(co) = 0, 
and, hence, that ci = 0. Therefore, sj(t) = 0. Hence, the Y x n submatrix 
(Yll@) Yl&)) of Y(t) h as rank at most S. But, (Yar(t) Y,,(t)) has rank at most 
n - Y, and so Y(t) has rank at most s + n - Y < n. This means that Y(t) is 
singular, whether or not its columns have been rearranged. Consequently, 
X(t) must also be singular, contradicting the hypothesis. Therefore, 
rank A = r. 
Conversely, if 
s 
m t&4(t)] dt = co, 
a 
then rank A < I, or if 
then rank A > Y both of which are contradictory. 
It should be pointed out that nonsingular solutions exist. In fact, Wintner 
[3] has shown that for any nonsingular matrix B there is a unique bounded 
nonsingular solution of (0.2) on [a, co) satisfying X(a) = B whenever 
A(t) > 0. 
The following example shows a matrix A(t) which may be put in the 
block diagonal form of Theorem 2.6. 
EXAMPLE 2.7. Let A(t) = (at,(t)), a 2 x 2 matrix be defined on [l, co) 
as follows: 
and 
u,,(t) = a&) = 2(t + 1)(2t + l)-’ t-a, 
u,,(t) = u,,(t) = -2t4(2t + 1)-l 
for each t 3 1. Then 
A&4(t)] = 2t4(2t + 1)-l, 
and 
h&4(t)] = 2t-2. 
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s 
co 
h@(t)] dt < co, 
1 
and 
s 
m 
tA,[A(t)] dt = co. 
1 
Thus, we know by Corollary 1.5 that the problem (0.2) and (0.3) has no solu- 
tion. As indicated above, this matrix A(t) can be diagonalized on [l, W) by a 
constant matrix transformation Q*A(t) Q where 
A nonsingular solution for this A(t) is given by X(t) = (+(t)) where 
xll(t) = x,,(t) = (t + 1) t-l and x&t) = xzl(t) E 1 on [l, co). Thus 
which has rank II = 1. 
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